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“Jesus was different,” writes Hans Küng.  “He did not belong to the establishment, 

nor to the revolutionary party, but neither did he want to opt out of ordinary life, to 

be an ascetic monk.  Obviously he did not adopt the role which a saint or sinner af-

ter holiness, or even a prophet, is frequently expected to play.  For this he was too  

 normal in his clothing, his eating habits, his general behavior . . .  [so he be- 

  came] a skandalon, a small stone over which one might stumble. 

“[Jesus] was attacked on all sides,” Küng goes on.  “He had not played any of the 

expected roles; for those who supported law and order he turned out to be a pro-

vocateur, dangerous to the system.  He disappointed the activist revolutionaries by 

his non-violent love of peace . . .  He offended the passive, world-forsaking ascet- 

ics by his uninhibited worldliness.  And for the devout who adapted them-

selves to the world he was too uncompromising.  For the silent majority  

he was too noisy and for the noisy minority he was too quiet, too gentle  

for the strict, and too strict for the gentle.  He was an obvious  

outsider.”  Hans Küng. 

 

So when Jesus calls Peter and Andrew as his disciples, they have good reason to 

wonder what they’re getting into.  Or when Jesus calls us to faith and discipleship 

in the church, or, especially, to serve as officers of the church, we have good rea-

son to wonder what we’re getting into.  Indeed, the call and immediate response  

 recorded by John may have come after many attempts by Jesus to recruit  

 followers to his cause.  Perhaps this helps explain the strange conversa- 

tion between Jesus and the first two of his disciples.   

Andrew and Peter are mystified by this man, and wonder just where he’s going, 

and where he’s come from.  They’d been disciples of John the Baptist, and know 

very clearly what he stands for and why he lives in the desert.  Now they’re invi- 
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ted to embark on a new adventure, leading they know not where, on a quest for  

 understanding of what it means to be in the company of Jesus’ disciples.   

 One thing is certain, they must be ready for the unpredictable and the 

   unexpected. 

Jesus calls us to a life of trust and radical insecurity without the guarantees and  

certainties that are demanded by many in our world today.  The disciples appear to 

be trusting yet uncertain.  They are mystified, yet anxious not to miss the opportu-

nity of learning more about him.  Their confusion might be expressed through the  

 words of the rock band, U2, whose members speak openly of their Christ-  

  ian faith, and try to express their seeking and searching.   

“I believe in the kingdom come / When all the colours will bleed into one, / Bleed 

into one, / But yes, I'm still running. // You broke the bonds and you loosed the 

chains, / Carried the cross of my shame, / Of my shame; / You know I believe it. // 

But I still haven't found what I'm looking for, / No, I still haven't found what I'm 

looking for.”  [U2, “I still haven't found what I'm looking,” last verse, The Joshua Tree album.] 

 
When Jesus replies to the question as to where he’s living, the disciples embark on 

a great adventure.  For Jesus is always going around where he’s not expected to be, 

away from all that is respectable and acceptable in society.  He offers no bright 

lights, back-up sound, no convulsions, dramatics, or histrionics.  Instead, it’s an  

 invitation to a journey of faith and expectation, excitement and surprise.   

The gospel is clear that to “seek Jesus where he may be found” is not the end of  

a religious quest.  It’s the beginning of taking discipleship seriously, and a commit-

ment to embarking on a life-long journey.  So when we are challenged at the start 

of a new year by this account of recruiting the disciples, we need to examine our  

 own response to his call.  It’s a call to remember that we all must be ready   

to take up the burden of discipleship, with all it involves. 
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The ministry of Jesus is not restricted to the confines of any church.  While wor-

ship is an obvious and open means of coming in contact with the power of Christ, 

it’s not the only means.  The folks who seek Jesus come to church not just to wor-

ship or receive the sacraments, but also to engage the community of faith, and 

 through it experience the body of Christ—fellowship and bible study,  

 service and ministry.  There are many opportunities to make the  

presence of Jesus a reality to those who seek him.  

 
Jesus spends his ministry associating with the hungry and thirsty, the sick and des-

titute, the miserable and oppressed.  The disciples discover who Jesus is and where 

he lives by seeking him among such people.  In and through every encounter the 

disciples learn and identify the meaning of the mission and message of Jesus.   

 Listening to  Jesus’ preaching and teaching, watching him heal the sick,  

 deranged, and desperate, observing him at weddings, festivities, and  

funerals, they come to a new knowledge and understanding of the  

nature of this person. 

The disciples realize early on that Jesus literally has no place to stay, no comfort-

able palace, no glamorous retreat on a mountain top.  He has no school crammed 

with disciples, like Socrates in Athens.  Instead, as they go on the road with him, 

walking along country lanes and through crowded city streets, speaking to anyone  

 and everyone who would listen, they come to know what it means to be with  

Jesus.  As he speaks with lepers and outcasts, widows and prostitutes, sol-

diers and tax collectors, his real home and message are discovered, for 

 where Jesus is found is always where there are special needs.   

The disciples of every generation discover that Jesus cannot be locked up or isolat- 

ed in some ecclesiastical ghetto.  Many of us do not manage to find Jesus, because  

we aren’t willing to look for him in the unusual and unlikely places.  Many of us  
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miss the opportunity of finding him because we’re not committed to searching  

 by engaging the world’s needy and desperate.  As Jesus was found in  

 Judea  with children and women, untouchables and Samaritans, and  

next to two convicted criminals on a cross, so we need to look for  

him on the edges of society, among the despairing and dangerous. 

 
One observer comments that many children today are literally “fatherless, god- 

less, and jobless.”  The Children’s Defense Fund gives us these horrifying statistics: 

three children die each day in the U.S. from child abuse and nine are murdered.  

Every day 101 children die before their first birthday, 1234 run away from  

 home, and 100,000 are homeless.   

Other observers point out that there are over 40 million people in the U.S. with- 

out any kind of health insurance, whose children go without standard preventative 

medicine.  This neglect of children is terrible, especially in our society.  When we 

seek Jesus, we may find him among these children, the little ones he calls into his  

 arms, despite the objections of his overly-concerned-with-propriety disciples.   

When a little child asked a Sunday School teacher, “What color is God?” the 

teacher was stunned for a moment.  Then she replied, “I don’t know, but when you 

know the color of joy, love, peace, and happiness, then you will know the color of 

God.”  What a stroke of grace that was!  We are only going to learn where Jesus  

 can be found when we seek to live like him, and adjust our lives to his  

  attitudes and relationships.   

Much of this will be difficult; it will threaten our priorities, our style of life, and  

our status.  For Jesus is always found among those who have no right to claim his 

company, and whose environment and circumstances are far from attractive and  

 comfortable.   

No matter how long we’ve been in the company of Jesus’ disciples, as part of the  
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community of faith, there’s always still more for us to learn about where we can 

discover him.  As his followers, and especially as those he’s called to be ordained 

and installed today as elders and deacons, we are reminded to seek his presence  

in the  most unlikely places, among the most surprising people.   

Our calling will certainly take us out of the church, as it did the Rev. Dr. Martin 

Luther King, Jr., whose birthday we celebrate today.  It took him into a bus boycott, 

onto the streets and highways for civil rights, into protest against the war in Viet-

nam, to a scathing denunciation of economic injustice in the U.S. 40-some years  

 before the “Occupy” movement, then arm-in-arm with sanitation workers  

 in Memphis, and ultimately up to the mountain of the Lord.  The people  

Dr. King met along the way were folks he never expected to meet,  

nor to serve, when he was first called to ministry. 

Just like the experience of Peter and Andrew, and that of Philip and Nathanael 

which immediately follows our passage, we have to be prepared to seek Jesus in 

places of discomfort and disadvantage.  He calls us to follow him into situations  

of demanding need, trusting that we will find him there.  So as we are among  

the hungry and thirsty, the stranger and the naked, the sick and imprison- 

ed, we are with him and serving him.  Through our ministry in strange  

circumstances and unusual difficulties, we discover, indeed, what we  

have gotten ourselves into, and we come to know the joy of   

  discipleship and the reward of faithful service. 

AMEN! 
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